
HOUSE No. 2062
By Mr. Rogers of Norwood, petition of John H. Rogers and other

members of the House for legislation to further regulate fertility clin-
ics and embryo laboratories. The Judiciary.

je Commontoealtt) of iflaMacfju*ett<

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Four.

An Act regulating fertilityclinics and embryo laboratories.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority ofthe same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. The General Laws, as appearing in the 1992
2 Official Edition, are hereby amended by inserting after Chapter
3 111 H the following new chapter;—

CHAPTER 11114
5 Fertility Clinics and Embryo Laboratories

6 Section 1. As used in this chapter, unless the context clearly
7 indicates otherwise, the following words shall have the following
8 meanings:
9 (1) “assisted reproductive technology”, any treatment or proce-

-10 dure which includes the handling of human oocytes or embryos,
11 including in vitro fertilization, gamete intrafallopian transfer,
12 zygote intrafallopian transfer, and such other specific technolo-
-13 gies, natural and nonnatural, as the commissioner may include in
14 this definition, after making public any proposed definition in
15 such manner as to facilitate comment from any person.
16 (2) “commissioner”, the commissioner of public health.
IV (3) “department”, the state department of public health.
18 (4) “embryo laboratory”, any facility in which human oocytes
19 are subject to assisted reproductive technology treatment or proce-

-20 dures based on manipulation of oocytes or embryos which are
21 subiect to implantation.
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22 (5) “fertility clinic”, any facility, hospital, institution or other
23 place which offers and provides to the public assisted reproductive
24 technology programs or other such programs intended to give
25 medical assistance to persons apparently incapable of achieving
26 pregnancy absent medical assistance.
27 Section 2. (a) The commissioner is hereby authorized and
28 directed to promulgate rules and regulations for the licensing of
29 fertility clinics. Such rules and regulations shall include the fol-
-30 lowing requirements:
31 (1) a standard for the type of training and experience which a
32 physician must undergo before a physician may perform assisted
33 reproductive technologies on patients;
34 (2) a standard for the length of training and experience which a
35 physician must attain before a physician may perform assisted
36 reproductive technologies on patients;
37 (3) a standard to prohibit, such clinics from causing unreason-
-38 able waiting periods for patients once a patient has been approved
39 by such a clinic for assisted reproductive treatment;
40 (4) a standard for the hours of operation of such clinics to pro-
-41 vide necessary access for patients to meet the best medical inter-
-42 ests of any patient;
43 (5) a standard for the full disclosure by such clinics to patients
44 in a writing signed by said patients regarding all assisted repro-
-45 ductive technologies, regardless of whether any such clinic pro-
-46 vides any such technology;
47 (6) a standard for the maintenance of records on biological and
48 medical histories of donors of human oocytes and human sperm
49 and the release of such records to the commissioner upon demand;
50 (7) a standard for the full disclosure by such clinics to patients
51 regarding information required to be maintained under
52 subsection (6) when in the best medical judgment of the clinic
53 such information is germane to the treatment of a patient;
54 (8) a standard for the maintenance of records on the profession-
-55 al background of personnel employed by such clinics, including
56 information regarding work experience, training in the fertiliza-
-57 tion field, and education, and the release of such records to the
58 commissioner upon demand and thereafter to be made available to
59 the public;
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61 (9) a standard for the amount of money, not covered under an
62 indemnification policy, if any, of a patient, which must be paid by
63 the patient before such clinic will commence assisted reproductive
64 treatment of such patient;
65 (10) a standard that each patient receive a detailed written sum-
-66 mary from the treating physician regarding the method of treat-
-67 ment after each assisted reproductive technology so performed on
68 said patient for the use by said patient to compare with other such
69 technologies in planning possible future treatments of said patient;
70 (11) a standard that each clinic shall annually survey present and
71 former patients of said clinic on the medical status of said patients
72 and their children, if any, born as a result of any assisted repro-
-73 ductive technology or as a result of natural reproduction achieved
74 subsequent to treatment by said clinic.
75 (b) In developing the rules and regulations under paragraph (a),
76 the commissioner shall consult with appropriate consumer and
77 professional organizations with expertise in using, providing, and
78 evaluating professional services and embryo laboratories associat-
-79 ed with fertility clinics.
80 Section 3. The commissioner shall administer the licensing of
81 fertility clinics and shall provide forms for the application for a
82 license and forms for the application for the renewal of such a
83 license which shall be submitted by the clinic at the time of
84 changes on the ownership of a licensed clinic or changes in the
85 administration of such a clinic. The term of a license issued by the
86 commissioner shall be prescribed by the commissioner and shall
87 be valid for a period of time to be defined by the commissioner by
88 the public comment process. The commissioner shall require pay-
-89 ment of fees for the issuance and renewal of licenses in such an
90 amount sufficient to cover the cost to carry out this chapter based
91 on the volume and scope of the services being performed by the
92 fertility clinics.
93 Section 4. (a) A license issued by the commissioner under sec-
-94 tion 3 for a fertility clinic shall be revoked or suspended if the
95 commissioner finds, on the basis of inspections and after reason-
-96 able notice and opportunity for hearing to the owner or operator of
97 the clinic, that the owner or operator or any employee of the
98 clinic:
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100 (1) has been guilty or misrepresentation in obtaining the license.
101 (2) has failed to comply with any standards under section 2

applicable to the license,102
103 (3) has refused a request of the commissioner for permission to

inspect the clinic, its operations, or its records.104
(b) If the license of a fertility clinic is revoked or suspended,

the license of the clinic shall continue in effect for sixty days after
the clinic receives notice of such revocation or suspension. If the
license of a clinic is revoked or suspended, the clinic may apply to
reinstate such license after one year following the date of the
revocation or suspension.

105
106
107
108
109
110

Section 5. (a) Each fertility clinic shall periodically report to
the commissioner through the department:

11l
112
113 (1) pregnancy success rates achieved by such clinic through

each assisted reproductive technology, and114
(2) the identity of each embryo laboratory used by such clinic

and whether such laboratory is certified under section 7 or has
applied for such certification.

115
116
117

(b)(1) For the purposes of subsection (a)(1), the commissioner
shall, in consultation with the organizations referenced in para-
graph (c), define pregnancy success rates and shall make public
any proposed definition in such manner as to facilitate comment
from any person during its development.

118
119
120
121
122

(2) In developing the definition of pregnancy success rates, the
commissioner shall take into account the effects on success rates
of age, diagnosis, and other significant factors and shall include in
such rates:

123
124
125
126

(A) the basic live birth rate calculated for each assisted repro-
ductive technology performed by a fertility clinic by dividing the
number of pregnancies which result in live births by the number
of ovarian stimulation procedures attempted by such clinic, and

127
128
129
130

(B) the live birth rate per successful oocyte retrieval procedure
calculated for each assisted reproductive technology performed by
a fertility clinic by dividing the number of pregnancies which
result in live births by the number of successful oocyte retrieval
procedures performed by such clinic.

131
132
133
134
135

(c) In developing the definition under paragraph (b), the com-
missioner shall consult with appropriate consumer and profession-
al organizations with expertise in using, providing, and evaluating

136
137
138
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139 professional services and embryo laboratories associated with fer-
-140 tility clinics.
141 Section 6. The commissioner is hereby authorized and directed
142 to promulgate rules and regulations for the certification of embryo
143 laboratories to assure that the procedures in such laboratories are
144 effectively performed. Such rules and regulations shall include the
145 following standards:
146 (1) a standard to assure consistent performance of procedures
147 by each embryo laboratory;
148 (2) a standard for a quality assurance and a quality control pro-
-149 gram to assure valid, reliable, and reproducible procedures within
150 the laboratory;
151 (3) a standard for the maintenance of records on laboratory
152 tests and procedures performed, including the scientific basis of,
153 and the methodology used for, the tests, procedures, and prepara-
-154 tion of any standards or controls, criteria for acceptable and unac-
-155 ceptable outcomes, criteria for sample rejection, and procedures
156 for safe sample disposal;
157 (4) a standard for the maintenance of written records on person-
-158 nel and facilities necessary for proper and effective operation of
159 the laboratory, schedules of preventative maintenance, function
160 verification for equipment, and the release of such records to the
161 commissioner upon demand; and
162 (5) a standard for the use of such personnel who meet such
163 qualifications as the commissioner may develop.
164 Section 7. (a) The commissioner shall administer the certifica-
-165 tion of embryo laboratories and shall provide for the inspection
166 and certification of such laboratories by the commissioner or by
167 accreditation organizations approved by the commissioner. The
168 commissioner shall provide forms for the application by an
169 embryo laboratory for certification, in such form as may be sped-
-170 fied by the commissioner. Such an application shall include:
171 (1) assurances satisfactory to the commissioner that the clinic
172 will be operated in accordance with the standards under section 6,
173 (2) a report to the commissioner identifying the fertility clinics
174 with which the laboratory is associated, and
175 (3) such other information as the commissioner finds necessary.
176 (b) The term of a certification issued by the commissioner or an
177 accreditation organization shall be prescribed by the commission-
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178 er and shall be valid for a period of time to be defined by the com-
missioner through the public comment process. The commissioner
shall provide an application for recertification to be submitted at
the time of changes in the ownership of a certified embryo labora-
tory or changes in the administration of such a laboratory. The
commissioner shall require payment of fees for certification and
recertification in such an amount sufficient to cover the cost to
carry out this chapter based on the volume and scope of the serv-
ices being performed by the embryo laboratories.

179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187 Section 8. (a) The commissioner shall conduct inspections of

fertility clinics and embryo laboratories to determine if such labo-
ratories meet the requirements established in paragraph (b). Such
inspections shall be carried out by the commissioner or by accred-
itation organizations used by the commissioner under section 6(b).

188
189
190
191

(b) Inspections shall be:192
(1) periodic and unannounced, or193
(2) announced in such circumstances as the commissioner

determines will not diminish the likelihood of discovering defi-
ciencies in the operations of a laboratory.

194
195
196

Before making a determination under subparagraph (2), the
commissioner shall make public, in such a manner as to facilitate
comment from any person, a proposal indicating the circum-
stances under which announced inspections would be permitted.

197
198
199
200

(c) The specific findings, including deficiencies, identified in
an inspection carried out under paragraph (a) and any subsequent
corrections to those deficiencies shall be announced and made
available to the public upon request beginning no later than sixty
days after the date of inspection.

201
202
203
204
205

(d) The commissioner may enter and inspect, during regular
hours of operation, duly licensed fertility clinics or duly certified
embryo laboratories for the purposes of determining whether such
a facility is being kept in accordance with the standards set under
section 2, in the case of a clinic, or the standards set under
section 6, in the case of a laboratory.

206
207
208
209
210
211

(e) In conducting an inspection, the commissioner shall have
access to all facilities, equipment, materials, records, and informa-
tion which the commissioner determines is necessary to determine
if the facility so inspected is being operated in accordance with
the standards set under this chapter. As part of such inspection, the

212
213
214
215
216
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217 commissioner may copy any material, record, or information
218 inspected or require it to be submitted to the commissioner. Such
219 an inspection may be made only upon the presentation of identifi-
-220 cation to the owner, operator or agent in charge of such laboratory
221 being inspected.being inspected.
222 Section 9. (a) The commissioner shall promulgate criteria and
223 procedures for the approval of accreditation organizations to
224 inspect and certify embryo laboratories. Such procedures and cri-
225 teria shall require:
226 (1) an application to the commissioner by an accreditation
227 organization for approval; and
228 (2) the submission of such reports and the maintenance of such
229 records as the commissioner may require.
230 (b) The commissioner shall evaluate the performance of each
231 accreditation organization approved by the commissioner by
232 inspecting under section 8(a) a sufficient number of embryo labo-
233 ratories accredited by such an organization to allow a reasonable
234 estimate of the performance of such an organization and such
235 other means as the commissioner determines to be appropriate
236 The commissioner may revoke approval of an accreditation
237 organization if the evaluation carried out hereunder demonstrates
238 to the commissioner that such an organization has failed to com-
239 ply with its responsibilities under section 8 or for other good
240 cause shown.
241 (c) If the commissioner revokes approval under paragraph (b)
242 of an accreditation organization after an evaluation under said
243 paragraph, the certification of any embryo laboratory accredited
244 by such organization shall continue in effect for sixty days after
245 the laboratory is notified by the commissioner of the withdrawal
246 of approval; provided, however, that the commissioner may
247 extend the period during which the certification shall remain in
248 effect if the commissioner determines that the laboratory submit-
249 ted an application to another duly approved accreditation organi-
250 zation for certification after receipt of such notice in a timely
251 manner.
252 Section 10. (a) A certification issued by the commissioner or
253 accreditation organization for an embryo laboratory shall be
254 revoked or suspended if the commissioner or organization finds.
255 on the basis of inspections and after reasonable notice and oppor
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256 tunity for hearing to the owner or operator of the laboratory, that
the owner or operator or any employee of the laboratory:257

258 (1) has been guilty of misrepresentation in obtaining the certifi-
cation.259

260 (2) has failed to comply with any of the standards under
section 6 applicable to the certification, or261

(3) has refused a request of the commissioner or accreditation
organization for permission to inspect the laboratory, its opera-
tions, its records.

262
263
264

(b) If the certification of an embryo laboratory is revoked or
suspended, such certification shall continue in effect for sixty
days after the laboratory receives notice of the revocation or sus-
pension. If the certification of an embryo laboratory is revoked or
suspended, such laboratory may apply for recertification after one
year following the date of the revocation or suspension.

265
266
267
268
269
270

Section 11. (a) Any fertility clinic which has had its license
revoked or suspended under section 4 or any embryo laboratory
which has had its certification revoked or suspended under
section 10 may, after any time within sixty days following the date
the action of the commissioner, under either section 4 or sec-
tion 10, becomes final, file a petition with the Superior Court of
the Commonwealth wherein such clinic or such laboratory has its
principal place of business for judicial review of such action.

271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278

(b) If the petitioner applies to the court for leave to adduce
additional evidence, and shows to the satisfaction of the court that
such additional evidence is material and that there were reason-
able grounds for the failure to adduce such evidence in the pro-
ceeding before the commissioner, the court may order such addi-
tional evidence, and evidence in rebuttal of such additional evi-
dence, to be taken before the commissioner, and to be adduced
upon the hearing in such a manner and upon such terms and con-
ditions as the court may deem appropriate. The commissioner may
modify the findings of the commissioner as to the facts, or make
new findings, by reason of the additional evidence so taken, and
the commissioner shall file such modified or new findings, and
the recommendations of the commissioner, if any, for the modifi-
cation or setting aside of his or her original action, with the return
of such additional evidence.

279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
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294 (c) Upon the filing of the petition referred to in paragraph (a),
295 the court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the action or to set it
296 aside, in whole or in part, temporarily or permanently. The find-
-297 ings of the commissioner as to the facts, if supported by substan-
-298 tial evidence, shall be conclusive.
299 (d) The judgment of the court affirming or setting aside, in
300 whole or in part, any such action of the commissioner shall be
301 final, subject to the review by the supreme judicial court.
302 Section 12. No fertility clinic which is subject to the licensing
303 requirements under this chapter and no embryo laboratory which
304 is subject to the certification requirements hereunder may perform
305 procedures in such clinic or such laboratory unless said clinic is
306 duly licensed or said laboratory is duly certified. Such a clinic
307 which performs procedures which is not licensed, or such a labo-
-308 ratory which performs procedures which is not certified, in accor-
-309 dance with this chapter, shall be subject to a civil penalty of ten
310 thousand dollars for each violation.

1 SECTION 2. If any provision within this chapter is deemed to
2 be unconstitutional, then the other provisions shall remain in
3 effect notwithstanding such invalid provisions.

1 SECTION 3. This chapter shall take effect upon the expiration
2 of one year following its passage.








